
Having trouble finding the right canvas? We’ve got lots of options in stock to breathe new life into your canvas-printing business. 
Here are the canvas options available from LexJet for high-volume and consistent production of fine art, photographic and 
commercial graphics.

1-800-453-9538
lexjet.com
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CANVAS OPTIONS

Explore the colorful world of canvas

Fredrix Crystal Matte CanvaS
  Water-resistant 380gsm, 19mil matte canvas 
  2-over-1 weave, medium texture that has a 

35% cotton/65% polyester blend
  Great Dmax makes it the perfect choice for highly 

detailed, photographic, decorative gallery wraps

Fredrix Vivid Matte CanvaS
  Bright-white 370gsm, 18mil matte canvas
  2-over-1 weave, light texture that has a 35% cotton/65% 
   polyester blend
  Smooth yet subtle texture that’s ideal for fine art or 
   decorative gallery wraps

Sunset Reserve Matte Canvas
  Neutral-white matte canvas with Oxford 2-over-1 weave
  400gsm, 20mil water-resistant poly-cotton blend with 
   medium texture
  Warmer white, OBA-free finish with acid-free, pH-neutral 
   coating that provides consistent colors

Sunset Reserve Bright Matte Canvas
  Bright-white 400gsm, 20mil matte canvas with an 
   Oxford 2-over-1 weave
  Water-resistant, poly-cotton blend with medium texture 
   for greater durability and ease in stretching
  Acid-free, pH-neutral coating and bright-white point that 
   provides consistent, accurate colors

Sunset Reserve Gloss Canvas
  Instant dry for easy finishing and handling 
  Poly-cotton blend, 377gsm, 17mil with a light texture
  Production-friendly print-and-wrap solution that’s 
   specifically designed for stretching and mounting

Instant Dry Satin Canvas
  Bright white 350gsm, 19mil woven poly-cotton blend 
  Production-friendly instant dry satin canvas with heavy 
   texture
  Designed to be stretched or mounted with satin weave 
   to enhance photo and art prints

Sunset Production Matte Canvas
  Bright-white, water-resistant 100% polyester matte 
   canvas
  300gsm, 15mil light texture with the look and feel of 

2-over-1 weave cotton
  High-quality, consistent canvas for high-volume art and 
   décor applications

Sunset by Fredrix Matte Canvas
  Heavyweight 470gsm, 20mil medium poly-cotton blend 
   with medium texture
  Brightest white point for a natural, OBA-free canvas
  Traditional 2-over-1 weave with a pH-neutral, 
   acid-free base
  Easy to stretch and finish for multiple display 
   applications

Sunset Select Matte Canvas 
  Poly-cotton blend with acid-free, pH-neutral coating 
  408gsm, 18mil light texture with Oxford 2-over-1 weave 
  Highest white point among LexJet canvas offerings 
   delivers exceptional color gamut

Sunset by Fredrix Satin Canvas SUV
  Bright-white 420gsm, 20mil poly-cotton blend satin 
   canvas
  Acid-free, pH-neutral base with medium texture for 
   accurate colors
  Our fastest-growing canvas option that’s easy to stretch 
   and finish for multiple display applications

Sunset by Fredrix Gloss Canvas SUV
  Lightweight 350gsm, 16mil poly-cotton blend
  This light texture gloss canvas is OBA-free with a nice 
   white base
  Easy to stretch and finish for consistent results and 
   maximized color gamut
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http://www.lexjet.com/p-5679-LexJet-Sunset-by-Fredrix-Matte-Canvas.aspx
http://www.lexjet.com/p-4130-LexJet-Sunset-Reserve-Bright-Matte-Canvas.aspx
http://www.lexjet.com/p-6367-LexJet-Sunset-Reserve-Gloss-Canvas.aspx
http://www.lexjet.com/p-5498-Fredrix-901VWR-Crystal-Matte-Canvas.aspx
http://www.lexjet.com/p-5496-Fredrix-777VWR-Vivid-Matte-Canvas.aspx
http://www.lexjet.com/p-5242-LexJet-Sunset-Production-Matte-Canvas.aspx
http://www.lexjet.com/p-3386-LexJet-Sunset-Select-Matte-Canvas.aspx
http://www.lexjet.com/p-3282-LexJet-Sunset-Reserve-Matte-Canvas.aspx
http://www.lexjet.com/p-2020-LexJet-Instant-Dry-Satin-Canvas.aspx
http://www.lexjet.com/p-5680-LexJet-Sunset-by-Fredrix-Satin-Canvas-SUV.aspx
http://www.lexjet.com/p-5719-LexJet-Sunset-by-Fredrix-Gloss-Canvas-SUV.aspx
http://www.lexjet.com/p-5243-LexJet-Sunset-Production-Gloss-Canvas-SUV.aspx

